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Conversation with Sir John ChHoot 

I called yesterday on Sir John Cbilcot, Permanent Under•Secrct.ary at the Northern Ireland 
Office. Manin Williams was also present. 

Having welcomed me to my new assignment and discussed a number, of organisational mattersrelating to the Secretariat, Chilcot turned to the prospects for a resolution of the currentimpasse in the peace process. 

The following are some points of interest which arose in the course of this discussion.

The twfn-traclc approach 

Chilcot returned last week from a ten-day visit to Australia and New Zealand with theSecretary of State. Having briefed himself on developments in the interim, he was more encouraged than he had been prior to his departure about the degree of Sinn Feincommianem to the twin-track approach.

The rcpons he had seen suggested that Sinn Fein now saw some potential in this approach and were prepared to work constructively in that direction. He also sensed agreater readiness on Sinn Fein's part to recognise that talks could not proceed withoutthe Unionists and that they themselves. had a pan to play in helping to get the latter tothe table. 
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Chilcot praised Gerry Adams' Monday statement and described as helpful the use of 
the word "permanent" within it. 

Referring to the "Hume non-paper,., he said that the British Government would 
continue its efforts to reach agreement on this text. He did not indicate any 
particular urgency in this regard, however, anticipating that "we will be grinding 
away at this for some time to come". 

He wondered, indeed, whether it would ultimately come down to an explicit textual 
agreement. Sinn Fein, who had yet to display any enthusiasm for working on texts, 
might well be reluctant to "box themselves in" by agreeing to precise language. It 
would ultimately have "more to do with process than with text". 

Chilcot said that the peace process could best be developed by the early 
establishment of an international body on decommissioning, which would put 
forward recommendations "without prejudice to Washington 3". 

In the course of a brief exchange on the merits or otherwise of the latter condition, 
he floated in guarded tenns a possible alternative approach. In doing so, he 
emphasised that he did not wish to give any "false signals" about British 
Government policy and was speaking on a personal basis. 

He wondered whether there was an avenue worth exploring in the powers 
reportedly available under the IRA's constitution for the Armf to be "stood down" 
without the holding of a special General Anny Convention. Such a move, if he 
understood matters correctly, would not require a formal and explicit abandonment 
by the Republican movement of the armed struggle option. Rather. the IRA would 
effectively suspend itself but the militant option would technically be retained for 
possible future use. 

Chilcot suggested that a development of this kind - to which recent remarks by John 
Taylor seemed to point but which he distinguished from the "less subtle" 
disbandment approach pressed by Trimble - would be very helpful in building the 
trust needed. 

I commented that. while the matter certainly deserved attention. it was difficult to 
sec _Republicans recognising a significant distinction in practice between a proposal 
for the standing-down of the IRA and the "surrender" which they believed to be the 
British Government's primary goal. 

Chilcot also floated another idea which related to Sinn Fein's ability to participate 
effectively in future political talks. Noting the party's inexperience in detailed 
political negotiations and the absence of the support services routinely available to 
other parties. he wondered if it might be possible for a "policy advisory capability" 
to be made available to Sinn Fein in some form. Ruling out a role for the British 
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Government in this area, he wondered whether private-sector US sponsorship (he 
mentioned Chuck Feeney and Bill Flynn as possibilities) might pay for research 
assistance and other back-up. 

The Aw:mhly/Convention idea 

Referring to the Trimble proposal for an Assembly, Chilcot recognised that the 
SDLP and Sinn Fein were very unlikely to agree to an approach of this kind which 
would involve detaching. and lending undue prominence to, the internal strand of 
all-party talks. If a talks process were to open with elections to an Assembly, 
furthermore, participants would be engaging on the basis of election manifesto 
commitments and this would deny the process the flexibility needed to guide it 
towards a successful outcome. 

I observed that nationalists envisaged a process which would culminate in elections -
a logical sequence - whereas Unionists seemed to favour the reverse procedure. 
Chilcot agreed that the Unionist approach involved "putting the can before the 
horse". 

In principle, he saw attractions in a mandated body of some kind - closer to 
Paisley's Convention idea than to the Trimble proposal - which would discuss 
matters ranging across all three strands, including constitutiopal questions, in 
preparation for eventual all-party talks. He envisaged that Strands Two and Three 
would be handled in the form of the Convention being empo'f/ered to address, and 
to negotiate with, the two Governments on these issues. 

He accepted, however, that such a structure would introduce a considerable 
imbalance to the treatment of the three-stranded agenda and could compromise the 
intergovernmental management of the process. He also recognised that Sinn Fein 
were challenging the need for a renewal of mandates; care would have to be taken 
not to call into question the democratic legitimacy of existing mandates. He also 
noted the difficulty arising from Sinn Fein' s traditional abstentionism in relation to 
"legislatures". He presumed. however, that this constraint would not apply in 
relation to a Convention (which would have no legislative powers). 

Chilcot's main point on the Assembly/Convention proposal was that, with all its 
attendant risks and complexities (which he readily recognised), it would not be easy 
to implement this proposal, or to steer it towards any satisfactory outcome, within 
the period of time available to the British Government between now and the next 
election. 

The creation of elaborate machinery of �is kind would be a laborious and time
consuming exercise and would be seriously contemplated by Ministers only if they 
judged that the effort would produce real dividends, Le., a significant measure of 
political agreement among the participants, in advance of the next election. 
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What they would not wish to do would be to go to the trouble of organising 
elections to such a body, launching its discussions and having its work interrupted 
or jeopardised by a rapidly approaching general election. It was clear that, as the 
election approached, the NI parties would decide that it was no longer worth their 
while dealing with the present British Government. 

As to the timing of the election, Chilcot was aware of speculation that the Prime 
Minister wished to "go to the wire" (i.e. delay the election until March/April 
1997). He noted, however, that Brian Mawhinney had been careful to keep all 
options open on election timing at this week's Conservative Party Conference. His 
own guess was that, with the Government's majority shrinking rapidly, the Prime 
Minister might decide to bring the election forward somewhat. One possibility was 
that, supported by a tax-cutting budget in about a year's time, he would opt for a 
date either towards the end of 1996 or at the beginning of 1997. 

In a sense, Chilcot suggested, there was too much time available for the Assembly 
proposal to be implemented. The momentum towards talks of some description was 
quickening perceptibly, there was a mood around that "somethiqg must happen" 
and Ministers would wish to be seen to be responding to this over the coming 
months. Chilcot was reminded in many ways of the atmosphere in 1990-91 in the 
run-up to the agreement of terms for the last round of talks. 

In another sense, however, (and, for Chilcot, this was the more critical 
. 

consideration), time was running out for the Government. He considered it, on 
balance, unlikely that Ministers would take serious steps to implement an 
Assembly/Convention proposal. Their more likely posture would be to welcome it 
and to encourage discussion of it both now and within the political track of the twin
track scheme. 

In overall terms. while expecting the twin-track scheme to go ahead and, "with 
luck", substantive all-party talks to commence in due course, Chilcot did not 
envisage any substantial progress being made towards a political accommodation 
within the lifetime of the present British Government. 

Commltatton between the two Governments 

Chilcot felt that, after the turbulence caused by the postponement of the summit, 
relations between the· two Governments were back on "an even keel" and our unity 
of purpose was more clearly in evidence. 

He looked forward to continued intensive consultation between the two 
Governments on the twin-track approach and all other aspects of the peace process. 
He noted that, in addition to the other channels of contact, the Liaison Group had a 
valuable role to play in this regard. 
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✓ Ea,st/West tnitfative

� Chilcot expressed marked concern about efforts on the British side to bring 
constitutional matters within the scope of the East/West initiative taken recently by
the two Heads of Government.

Reflecting a standard NIO anxiety, he emphasised the need for a clear distinction to
be maintained between Strand Three of future all-party talks (which would embrace
constitutional matters, and in which the NIO has "a very deep involvement") and 
the wider East/West relationship between Ireland and the UK (in which '"we are
interested but not closely involved").

I mentioned a range of possibilities which might arise in the economic sphere and to
which thought was being given on the Irish side. Chilcot (wbo is originally from 
the Horne Office) added the possibility of initiatives in the criminal justice area.

Michael Ana:am, 

Finally, Chilcot was unusually effusive about Michael Ancram, emphasising the
latter's political abilities and his key role within the British system as the 
interlocutor with both Sinn Fein and the Unionists.

He described A.ncram as "a politician's politician" who was more interested in .:.the
business of politics" than in the attainment of any particular Qffice. However, had 
it not been for his electoral difficulties in Scotland, Ancram would have been made
Secretary of State for Scotland some time ago. 

As to his future prospects. Chilcot said that the Minister, who would certainly 
become a full Cabinet Minister if the Conservatives were re-elected, wished to 
remain on in the House of Commons during the next Parliament and would not be
claiming his family title. However, he was believed to be under strong family 
pressure in the opposite direction (his father is at an advanced age). Chilcot did not
exclude the possibility that. anticipating a prolonged period in office for a future 
Labour Government, Ancram would decide to throw in the towel altogether at the
next general election. 

Yours sincerely

!Jr,,.J�;�,
David Donoghue
Joint Secretary 
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